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Related Links
http://mikefay.info/wiki/index.php?title=Prey_Game_Recycling_Info
Evil (Vasile) on Steam (his "Complete Recycling Yield Guide", which is how I ran into him)
Also see his Prey data extraction tool on Github:  https://github.com/evilvasile/EvilExtractor/  (and see his writeup at 
the end of these Cover Notes)

Here we present a lot of data that you can use and filter, to answer your questions. You will need to know basic 
spreadsheet filtering to use it. It's not meant to be printed.

The original intent of this work was to answer a basic gameplay question like this: "I don't know where the Recycler is 
on this level yet ... My inventory slots are full and I sure am finding a lot of banana peels... Should I drop my one 
Corroded Coil and use its slot for Banana Peels instead?"
This data shows how many of each item can be found on each level (and in the game as a whole). It might be helpful 
making decisions of what to keep. And it's interesting in its own right.

Evil queried large amounts of XML info directly out of Prey files for this work starting in October 2018. I summarized 
it some and packaged it into this spreadsheet, December 2018 and into 2019.

What we found is that the data is pretty complex. But still, it says a lot. Use spreadsheet filtering to zero in on 
particular questions.

There are three principal worksheet plus a number of supporting tabs:

Item_Stats_ALL is an exhaustive list of everything that can be recycled, including with a Recycler Grenade. It includes 
tons of furniture, etc., that you could never pick up and put in inventory, but can use a grenade on. This is a very raw 
table.
For the curious:  If you try to recycle any existing Material cubes (put on the ground) with a Recycle frag, it does not 
cause a percent loss on existing cubes, unlike with other stuff. So don't worry - you're not shrinking cubes that 
already exist.
     Here's a super cool video of someone recycle-fragging everything that could be moved, on the starting level 
(thanks for the vid, Evil!):
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=926297381
The author Mr. Roboto also said (5/17/17) "I got about 30 mats of each kind, no exotic. But it took several hours". 
And later (1/1/19), " I can tell you that it was definitely not worth all that effort", lol.
For anybody that wants to do a recycling extravaganza, note the first comment on the video. RedPine (5/15/17) says 
(with slight editing):
     It's more practical to recycle smaller piles instead of the whole level at once, but I'll give you a +1 for the 
comedy+rock factor. Recycler frags only cost 2 mineral and 1 synth, so it's not hard to make back the cost in materials 
by making a pile. Just be careful with large objects. Recycling grenades can consume a lot of tiny objects but only a 
few large objects at a time.
Actually, if recycler frags cost 3 Materials each and he only wound up with roughly 30 Mats each, I have to wonder 
how "efficient" it was. I counted about 19 recycler frags in the video (so, ~ 40 minerals and 20 synthetics), to make 
cubes of 30 mats. (But you can see he is not using them on big piles toward the end).
     If anyone else does this, please note material counts when you start, how many recycler frags you make, how 
many frags you use , and what your final material totals are. Then we can calculate how productive it was (or not). 

http://mikefay.info/wiki/index.php?title=Prey_Game_Recycling_Info
https://github.com/evilvasile/EvilExtractor/
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=926297381


Item_Stats is a much more focussed listing of items that can both be picked up into inventory, AND can be recycled. 
(Notes, Plans, Mods and such can be picked up, but then disappear and/or can't be recycled if mission-critical. These 
were excluded.) This is a master lookup table of individual-item info which was then used in the (next) Levels 
worksheet.
This worksheet contains a few more parameters than the Levels one... I didn't want to clutter the Levels sheet with 
more-arcane stuff that few might need. But it's here in this one if you want to plug it into the levels data, or 

Items_By_Level is the core of the matter, for people wondering what they can find in Prey. It has:

Listings of things you can pick up by Level, plus a summation across all levels (Level = ALL).

The data is broken out by the three ways in which items appear in the game (see Pickup Type column):
* Normal Items are the most ordinary kind - something simply sitting there to be picked up.
* Container Items are found in a container, such as a kitchen cabinet. These are encoded with chances for various 
types of things to show up. More on this later.
* Scripted Items depend on something in the game being triggered, in order to appear.
* Item Totals is a summation of the above three methods, for each level. (And for All levels, where Level = ALL.)

Here are Evil's words on the categories. He says,
Items in a level can come from three sources:
Normal Items are simply placed in the level. These will have a fixed count with the exception of ammo items which 
may have a randomly variable count.
Container Items that are spawned in containers using loot tables. (See the Loot_Tables worksheet.) Containers can 
come in three forms:
1. Cabinet type objects (refrigerators, cabinets, etc.)
2. Human corpses - These are finite and they each have specific loot tables (see the People worksheet)
3. Typhon corpses - Some of the typhon can respawn when entering a level, thus it should be possible to have infinite 
typhon. I'm not sure if there's a limit where they stop spawning, presumably they would just overwhelm you unless 
you slaughter them very efficiently.
It seems that the cabinets and human corpses have their random loot determined when entering the level for the 
first time.
Scripted Items are spawned by events that seem to be scripted using some flow graphs. These will have a fixed count 
but their presence may depend on certain events (like hitting a certain quest progression).

Now let's talk about fields that appear in various places ...

Inventory Category is a useful field from the game data (you'll see a lot more of these in the raw Recycler Data). This 
is a relational field from the master PickupData:

Description             Inventory Category counts to the right are from the Item_Stats_All worksheet
Inv 
Cat

Suit and scope mods and plans, and Notes, Keycards, and Thumbdrives - things that can be grabbed, but will not be in 
inventory, per se. However, it also includes the four material cubes. So maybe it means "special". Note: Many of 
these don't appear in Item_Stats because they can't be recycled. Counts are from Item_Stats_All.

0

Guns, wrench, at least 2 grenades (recycler and lure). The Margrave shotgun was in a special pre-release package. 1
Food, pharms, neuromods, Suit Repair Kit, and Weapon Upgrade Kit 2
Recycler Junk (they all have the Trash flag) 3
This category has an almost complete overlap with the 22 "Plot Critical" items: 4

Total
Inv Cat 0 but Plot Critical: Thumb Drive,  Keycard, and [O] Coral Detector 64Si
Inv Cat 4 but not Plot Critical: The "Cherished Family Photo" that is 
MissionItems.CherishedFamilyPhoto_NoteVersion, but NOT the "Cherished Family Photo" that is 
MissionItems.CherishedFamilyPhoto (it's Cat 4 and Plot Critical). Also, the latter has some mass (0.05 Syn), but the 



Unique Instances is how many times this item - or a stack of this item - might be encountered. This is a very soft 
number because it is the number of times you might  find this type  of item (not  the number of items you might find). 
     It includes, for example, how many times you might  find a particular food item in cabinets... but chances are, you 
will not find this food item in every single cabinet it had the potential to appear in. And it's a count of how many piles 
of a given type of ammo you might find; it is not , e.g., how many actual 9mm bullets you might find. 
     This is why it's an integer number, without decimals. It's a potential pile count. But since many things have the 
potential to be found as more than one in a pile, it's not very specific.
     At the level of "All levels / Item Totals", it's not very real-world. But with some of the smaller breakouts, especially 
"Normal Items" on a given level, it might  make perfect sense.
     If you are looking at the "Item Totals" for a given level, refer to the three categories to see where the counts came 
from.

The "1" columns:
These columns show how much one instance of the item is worth when recycled (without the two recycling 
bonusses). Broken out as:
1Org:  Organic
1Min: Mineral
1Syn: Synthetic
1Exo: Exotic
1Mat: The sum of the above. Total Material / Mass for one instance. A simple user aid.
These are for one quantum instance. For example, 1 bullet. 
I (Mike Fay) recommend folks use the "OMSE" order for Prey materials (Org, Min, Syn, Exo). Mnemonic: "O'ma 
seeing the right order" (think: I'ma seeing the right order).
     I've seen it presented all kinds of ways on the web, but every single place it appears within the game, it uses the 
OMSE order. (Recycler, Fab Costs, Recycler ingredient listing for each item, etc.).
     If you are trying to test or check numbers, it's a real problem to have lots of lists, in all kinds of order. Much better 
to use a standardized order. 
     Which order? 
     The only one the game uses.
     That's my advice.

What mass unit does Prey use?
This is as good a place as any to say: Prey doesn't seem to have ANY official unit of mass. Not kilograms, not pounds. 
Realistically, one might guess it means kgs. 
     In my experience, a number of games are non-specific like this (especially when it comes to monetary units). Why 
bother when no one asked ... everybody can see the number, right? What more do you need to know?
     I couldn't find any specific unit in the game or on the wikia or in Google searches - please correct me if wrong.
     The best one can infer is how it often collectively calls things "Materials". So perhaps that's the unit. Or you might 
say Mass, given how it recycles things. I waffle between these two terms, as you can see in this spreadsheet.

The Min and Max columns:
For the Count columns, these are the number of instances you might encounter. It's pretty straightforward for 
Normal Items. But for Container Items, it's a sum of the percentage likelihood you might get that (and how much, for 
something with multiples like ammo). More on this below. For Scripted Items, it depends on whether you triggered 
something that will cause things to become available. 
Past that, the Min Total and Max Total columns simply multiply the "1" base-material values, by the Min Count and 
Max Count fields.
All this is geared toward giving players a handle on how much of something they have the potential to encounter in a 
given level, and its recycle value.

Container Items



In the game's XML, containers present a percentage-laden choice. For example, a Break Room cabinet may have a 
50% chance of being empty. And if it's not empty, it will have three choices. This means that any one of those things 
would show up with a 1 in 6 (16.67%) chance. If the item has a range (like most ammo does), it gets more complex. 
See the Pickup_Data worksheet for more on ammo-count ranges (Stack Random Min & Max).
     This is why the Container Items have such wide ranges.
     For more specifics on container items (more than you ever wanted to know!), see a break-out of all loot tables on 
the Loot_Tables worksheet.

The "Important" and "Plot Critical" columns
These flags are straight from the game data. Most of them make sense to players. See PickupData for the simple non-
relational view of these columns.
     Once you clear out the non-recyclable stuff (see discussion of the three main worksheets), you find that every Plot-
Critical item is important. But two Important items are not Plot Critical: Neuromods and Weapon Upgrades.



The "Junk" and "Trash" columns
From the master table PickupData - "Trash" is a Prey XML flag. It equates to what gets put in the Recycler, if you hit 
"F" to "Transfer Junk". This has not been changed or edited.
     "Junk" is my own flag for what I would consider to be trash. The game often presumes a lot of food and drinks 
won't be trash, because they could help you. But most of us have plenty of Medkits for emergencies... Or hopefully 
don't get hurt much at all. So I consider food and drink to be trash.
     Change this however you like in your copy, if you disagree.

General Notes on Prey XML data
When you dig down deep, you find a number of entries in their data that are difficult to deal with or understand:
     For example, a number of XMLs are .Random for food or drink or whatever. This means the "In-Game Name" field 
is blank and makes it impossible to show any stats for these items, since the randomizer might choose anything in 
that XML subcategory. Still, we showed them here because they are definitely a part of the game. 
     It means that Totals for any category with Randoms are a little low, because specific items (and their Material 
counts) were not known and could not be included.
     If you want to do in-game statistical sampling of all the Randoms, go for it. Smile.

Inv Size (Inventory Size) is Inventory Width times Inventory Height, from the Pickup Data master table. If you want, 
you can divide material totals by their inventory size, to get the average amount of materials per inventory slot. 
     I did this in the master table for one instance but of course, in real play, you might have any number of items in a 
pile.      You can use this if you want to dig deeper to optimize how much is in your inventory. That said,
     1) Mostly only weapons are more than one inventory slot, and they are not stackable. This automatically makes 
them less valuable for optimizing how much material can be stored per inventory slot, if you're going for a personal 
record.
     2) Only Medkits and Psi Hypos appear to be stackable, and take more than one slot.
     So there's that.
     We looked at all the details so that you don't have to. 
     Sometimes this means that there wasn't much to find.

In PickupData, Max Stacks Size is actual game data, but sometimes does not make sense because it includes some 
weapons that are clearly not stackable: The Disruptor Stun Gun, Huntress Boltcaster, and Q-Beam all say they allow 
stacks of 10. Nope.
This needs to be combined with the "Stackable" flag to make sense. Those three weapons are not stackable.

The Dismantle Count refers to how many Spare Parts you get for dismantling them (with proper mod). 
It applies to 13 weapons and grenades (Recycler Charge and Typhon Lure) and was found to be correct for all (but I 
couldn't test one, The Margrave, a special pre-order shotgun).
The GLOO cannon and Q-Beam are highest, at 3 Spare Parts each. 
Shotgun, Margrave, and Artemis Golden Pistol are 2. 
All the rest are 1 each.

Evil (Vasile)'s notes on Extracting Prey data
written by him, April 2, 2019

A short guide on how to extract the prey game data:

The game stores its data in the *.pak files located in "Steam\steamapps\common\Prey\GameSDK\". 

The files are basically encrypted ZIP archives, to decrypt them you will need a decryption tool. You can get it over 
https://forum.xentax.com/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=16241

If you want to look at the recycling data yourself, you will need to decrypt the "GameSDK\GameData.pak" file and the 
"GameSDK\Precache\patch.pak"

https://forum.xentax.com/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=16241


In the decrypted archive, you will want to have a look at the *.xml files located in "libs\entityarchetypes\" - 
GameData.pak contains the base files, and patch.pak contains the latest patched data.

But before you can read the *.xml files, you will have to decrypt those too! Luckily, a few posts down in the same 
thread, you can find the XML decryption tool too! 
https://forum.xentax.com/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=16241#p130429

To use the decryption tools, just open up the command prompt, and launch the tool with the input and output file as 
arguments as in this example:
D:\Test\PreyConvert_003\PreyConvert.exe "D:\Test\In\GameData.pak" "D:\Test\Out\GameData.zip"

Same goes for the xml decryption tool!

Since extracting all the files manually one by one is tedious, when I first delved into the game's recycling data, I made 
myself a GUI tool that launches the decryption tools automatically for all the given files in a folder. I've now uploaded 
the source files for this tool here: 
https://github.com/evilvasile/EvilExtractor/

Have fun!   -  Mike and Evil Vasile

https://forum.xentax.com/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=16241#p130429
https://github.com/evilvasile/EvilExtractor/

